getaway gear
BY DANIELLE TAYLOR

For personalized decor that creates a pleasing motif
for your deck or porch, incorporate
customized laser art panels by Tier-1
Products Inc. into your railings.
You can choose from an extensive library of images, or
submit a photo or sketch of
your favorite design. $45
to $65 per square foot.
(877-434-0359; tier-1
products.com)

Serious grill masters will appreciate the subtle but
important taste distinctions created by gas, charcoal
and wood-grilled dishes, all available with Kalamazoo
Outdoor Gourmet’s K500HB grill. Its interchangeable
fuel drawers can deliver anything from a slow-heat
barbecue to a high-temperature sear. $9,995. (800868-1699; kalamazoogourmet.com)

Infuse your dining table with a rustic touch
with VivaTerra’s Twig Flatware and Servers. These
intriguing utensils feature handles cast from real
twigs and are sure to become an instant conversation starter at any dinner party or get-together
hosted at your cabin. $58 for a five-piece setting,
$45 for servers. (800-233-6011; vivaterra.com)

outdoor
living

Give your guests a choice of
games with ChessUSA’s 10-in-1
game set, which includes everything you
need for chess, checkers, backgammon, dominos,
cribbage, Chinese checkers and more. The handsome
wooden case and playing boards make attractive coffee
table pieces, and the variety of games is sure to keep
guests of all ages entertained for hours. $180. (800-6454710; chessusa.com)

getting
together

Kick back and
enjoy yourself.

Stock your cabin
with entertaining
essentials.
Combining the comfort of a classic hammock with the friendliness of a traditional
swing, the Bent-Oak Porch Swing by Nags
Head Hammocks invites you to sit a spell
with your special someone. With its roomy
frame, this swing is sure to become a crowd
favorite for years to come. $459. (800-3446433; nagsheadhammocks.com)

Outdoor gear has to tread a narrow line between lightness and durability, and the Copper Spur UL4 tent by Big
Agnes balances both in this roomy three-season canopy. Its spacious
57-square-foot footprint can easily fit four adults or a family with small
children, and its ultralight, easy-to-assemble design means even the smallest
camper can pitch in for setup. $600. (877-554-8975; bigagnes.com)
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Keeping hot dishes hot and cold dishes cold during a long social
function can be quite a chore. Woolrich Home solves this issue
with its attractive Woodland Dip Cooler. Simply fill the lower
bowl with hot or cold water, and scoop your dip in the top. The
handmade pottery is microwave and dishwasher safe, making
cleanup a breeze. $37.50. (800-966-5372; woolrich.com)

A bottle of wine is a common hostess gift, but if you want it chilled for instant
enjoyment, you may need a faster solution than the refrigerator. The Cooper
Cooler can chill your beverage on the spot. Simply insert the bottle, set the
timer for your beverage, and enjoy your drink moments later. A 750mL wine
bottle will be perfectly chilled in six minutes, 10 times faster than a freezer. $90.
(877-226-6537; coopercooler.com)
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Instead of filling your space with
individual items for storage and seating,
use one product for both purposes. The Coventry
Storage Bench by Ballard Designs includes
a hidden compartment underneath the cushion. Pair it with
any number of Coventry
sectional pieces, available
in myriad colors and
patterns, or supply
your own fabric for
a truly one-of-a-kind
design. $359 to
$1,007. (800-5367551; ballarddesigns
.com)

small
& tidy

Get creative with
your cabin’s
organization.
Enhance the display of your cherished
keepsakes and photos with shelving
befitting your collection. Channel
happy childhood memories with
this Oak Toboggan Shelf by Black
Forest Decor. Steam bent from aged
oak and elm planks, the three-shelf
design can showcase several of your
prized possessions in an attractive
display. $527. (800-605-0915;
blackforestdecor.com)

Smaller cabins require a little more
creativity when it comes to storage,
so make the most of your existing
space. This 10-cubby reclaimed
teak bookcase fits underneath
your staircase, and can hold books,
plants, collectibles and more.
$1,025 unfinished. (510-848-3575;
thewoodenduck.com)
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Cabins are all about simplicity, so
avoid adding extraneous pieces to
your decor. The Black & Walnut
Metal Hall Tree Coat & Hat Rack
from 2K Furniture Designs fits right
in with your rustic motif and offers
a useful place for residents and
guests to hang hats, coats, purses
and umbrellas. $60. (718-5069340; 2kfurnituredesigns.com)
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No cabin is complete without an animal head
wall mount, and this Norwegian moose head
lamp fits the bill while adding a warm glow.
Ideal for indoor or outdoor use, the poly-resin
design emits a smooth light in a whimsical creation that’s sure to delight your guests. $1,590.
(atelierabigailahern.com)

lighten
up
Warm your cabin
with lighting
that’s practical
and stylish.

When it’s time to call it a night, switch
on the Honey Bear Table Lamp by Black
Forest Decor. Two eager bear cubs climb
the lamp’s trunk to reach the glowing
glass beehive, which also serves as a secondary nightlight. $263. (800-605-0915;
blackforestdecor.com)
Adjustable task lighting usually means gooseneck table lamps,
but the Rise and Fall Pendant by Hudson Valley Lighting offers a
sleeker design. Using a double-pulley system to modify height,
the lamp can work equally well in a kitchen, office or hobby
room. $509 to $599. (800-814-3993; hudsonvalleylighting.com)

The Clear Storage Jar Lamp by Arhaus provides the perfect solution for seasonal decor
display. Fill it with sea glass, marbles, golf
balls and tees, or whatever you can dream up
for a display all your own. $299. (866-4274287; arhaus.com)
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